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Editor’s letter
Josh Black, Activist Insight

T

his issue of Activism Monthly is

the case with our featured campaign,

to impress proxy advisory firms like ISS

focused on the proxy contest,

ValueVision Media, although things

or Glass Lewis. It is more than likely that

which is appropriate, given the

have not been entirely straightforward

this proxy season will see a renewed

for Clinton Group there.

focus on the arrangements activists

number of nomination deadlines that
are rapidly approaching with every
coming day. The period from March
through June is often referred to as
proxy season, especially in the USA,
and we are likely to see activist investors
filing solicitations and nomination letters
at a frantic rate. This is because annual
meeting season provides the most
comprehensive and in some cases the
only opportunity for shareholders to

“

In some
cases, annual
meeting
season
provides the only
opportunity for
shareholders to exert
their influence”

exert their influence on a company.

have with their nominees, and some
public companies have adopted bylaws
that disqualify candidates who receive
third party compensation.
Another contribution to the magazine
comes in the form of an interview
with Jim Woolery, Chairman-elect of
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, and
a driving force behind the ShareholderDirector Exchange. Woolery has said

According to Olshan Frome Wolosky

that “proxy contests are antiquated”,

The not-so-humble proxy contest is

Partner Andrew Freedman, “No two

and our interview explains why the SDX

the most important part of the activist

proxy contests are alike.” Freedman

may reduce the need for them in the

investor’s

seek

should know - his firm tends to fight

future.

board seats more than any other

more of them on the side of the activist

objective, largely because they can

than any other. What has become

Moving away from proxy contests, we

provide the pathway to change more

clear in recent years is that the closer

also take a moment in this issue to look

straightforwardly than any other means.

the vote is expected to be, the more

at what activists have been doing in the

One interviewee in this issue, Eric

unpredictable the tactics used by each

technology sector. Analysts at EY think

Rosenfeld, says Crescendo Partners

side will be.

that we could be on the cusp of a big-

playbook.

Activists

have gained seats on 20 boards out of
22 campaigns since inception.

increase in M&A-driven activism in the
Activists, once committed to a proxy

sector, and it seems to be the case that

conflict, may suddenly increase their

profits have increased in the past two

Practically, the importance of board

stakes, hire experts as advisers who

years.

representation means that activists

will then say damning things about

usually

to

the company’s strategy, or single

Based on the success of our Annual

nominate directors shortly after the

out instances of conflicted interest

Review,

date of the company’s annual meeting

(particularly when the conflicted party is

in general, we are now offering a

is announced. However, in some US

up for election, as Carl Icahn has done

subscription to a more comprehensive

states, and in countries like the UK and

at eBay).

magazine. While we will continue to

have

to

be

prepared

Canada, shareholders are afforded the

and

of

Activism

Monthly

issue a free, slimmed-down version, we

opportunity to call a special meeting

Issuers, for their part, may seek to

hope you’ll agree that the extra content

if they own a certain amount of the

accuse activists of creating their own

in this issue is worth paying for, and we

company’s shares. Indeed, that is

conflicts, or announce reactive changes

look forward to hearing your comments.
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Proxy season
2014: a preview
The proxy contest is perhaps the defining image of the
activist investing playbook. Few white papers capture
the sheer unpredictability of two rival slates being put
to investors at an annual meeting, with proxy circulars,
media briefings and the race to conquer institutions
and advisory firms making for a dramatic spectacle.

“MANY ACTIVISTS WILL SEEK TO GAIN BOARD
REPRESENTATION, AND MOST WILL AT LEAST
THREATEN TO NOMINATE A SLATE IN SOME CASES”

E

ven with the shift to a more

unsuccessful, with four still ongoing.

research-based approach to

contests fought, and Freedman says
that this year is shaping up to be “at

activism, many activists will

Admittedly, in many cases the threat

least as busy as 2013, if not busier.”

seek to gain board representation, and

is more important than the vote, with

Freedman

most will at least threaten to nominate

one activist telling a recent conference

board candidates at 22 companies,

a slate in opposition to the company’s

that he preferred to talk of a ‘proxy

and settled 6 contests.

existing or proposed directors at

process.’ For this investor, winning the

some point. The ease with which

vote was not the ultimate end but a way

Freedman says the trend for activists

shareholders can remove directors is

of keeping the spotlight on directors.

to settle without going all the way to

a major reason for activists looking for

has

already

nominated

a vote will continue, “where it makes

opportunities in Canada, while in the

Even so, most large or well-established

sense and a board recognizes change

US consent solicitations have recently

activists have been fighting fewer

needs to take place.” Yet 2013 saw

been used by activists with more

proxy contests in recent years. Andrew

companies less willing to settle at

fundamental objections than the make

Freedman, a Partner at Olshan Frome

an early stage, he says, with many

up of a board.

Wolosky - a New York law firm that

opting to make reactive governance

tends to be the biggest supporter of

or strategy changes in the hope of

However, despite their importance

activists in proxy fights by the sheer

stealing a march on activists. “These

to activists, proxy contests rarely go

number of cases fought - says proxy

companies adopted many of the very

all the way to a vote for a number of

fights are more prevalent in the small-

governance and operational changes

reasons.

One is that the outcomes

cap sector because newcomers see

proposed by the activist in the hope

of proxy contests are still largely

winning them as an important way

of scoring points with institutions and

unpredictable. Of the contests followed

to mark their entrance to the activist

the proxy advisory firms ahead of the

by Activist Insight in 2013, activists

community.

annual meeting. Nonetheless, several

were successful or partly successful

of these contests still ended in either

in 20 out of 62 proxy contests,

The boom in activism in 2013 - with

a proxy victory for the activist or

compromising or withdrawing their

9% more companies targeted across

favorable late-stage settlements.”

nominees in another 21 instances.

all types of campaigns - also saw

In 17 contests, the activists were

an increase in the number of proxy

50

One to watch: Sotheby’s
35

20

21

2011

Third Point Partners has nominated a

Despite discussing ways to return

three-man slate ahead of Sotheby’s

more capital to shareholders over

annual

Loeb,

nearly six months, Third Point believes

meeting,

turnaround

16

2010

2012

2013

One of the reasons activists still

2014

Proxy contests

with

specialist

Dan

Wilson

the company is not going far or fast

and banker-turned-jewellery designer

Harry

enough. Nonetheless, Sotheby’s will be

Olivier Reza on its ticket. The activist

able to point to a review of its real estate

first disclosed a stake in the company in

options and increased dividends when

August and said at the time it would seek

trying to woo shareholders.

board representation. It has since built
up a 9.5% stake in the auction house.

Another

Sotheby’s said an offer of a place on

Management, owns a 6.7% stake, and

Number of annual proxy contests

the board and three committee seats

has similar designs on the company’s

involving activist investors since 2010

for Loeb had been rejected, with Loeb

balance sheet. It is expected that the

himself saying that in his experience, a

activist will back Loeb’s nominees.

Including projected

activist,

Marcato

Capital

single seat was often insufficient.
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“ACTIVISTS WERE MORE LIKELY
TO WIN BOARD SEATS WITH A 6-8
PERSON SLATE”

29%
59%

53%

71%
41%

47%

struggle to win proxy contests, when

a fee by an activist either for serving on

they are overwhelmingly successful in

an activist’s slate, or for performance-

achieving most of their other objectives,

related bonuses once elected. Writing

is that proxy advisory firms still hold a

for his Shareholder’s Square Table

large sway over institutional investors.

website, Carl Icahn called the bylaw

These advisors are less willing to back

“totally

activists when they seek a majority on

incumbent

a company’s board.

conflicted because of the large number

misguided,”
directors

arguing
were

that

equally

of perks afforded by a company’s
1-3

4-5

6-8

Size of activist slate

However, Activist Insight data reveals
a

surprising

fact;

activists

management.

were

more likely to win board seats with

Unsurprisingly, given the trend towards

Won no board seats

a 6-8 person slate than in any other

nominating candidates with industry

Won some board seats

category, perhaps because so many

expertise for board seats, activists’

smaller activists fight with 1-3 person

slates tended to be more successful

slates, and because activists with the

with fewer employees of activist firms

capacity to run a 6-8 person slate are

on them. Of 66 proxy contests held

reluctant to throw resources behind all

between 2010 and 2013, activist slates

but the most winnable campaigns.

won seats in 63% of cases where

Outcomes of proxy contests by size of
activist slate since 2010

no activist employees were on the
This year, activists may also face

slate, and in an average of just 40%

tougher company bylaws. In 2013, New

of cases where between one and

York law firm Wachtell, Lipton, Rose &

three members of activist firms were

Katz began advising companies on the

nominated.

adoption of a bylaw that would prohibit
nominees who had agreed to be paid

Case Study: InnVest REIT
Daniel Lewis’ Orange Capital is one

a reduction of the company’s debt.

of those much talked-about investors

adviser, and Bayfield Strategy as its
communications ally. It has also hired

who is taking his activism to the

In order to put that plan into action,

investment bankers Trimaven Capital

Canadian markets for the first time.

Orange Capital has assembled a seven-

Limited, an increasingly popular move

Early in February, the activist gave

person slate which features a former

for activists looking to publish detailed

formal notice that it would requisition

President of Citigroup Global Markets

financial analysis on their targets.

a meeting of shareholders and seek

Canada, two former REIT executives

the removal of the company’s existing

and a Professor of Finance at the

Closer

directors, a strategy open to almost all

University of Toronto. InnVest has opted

has

investors with a stake of more than 5%.

to host the special meeting concurrently

Strategic

with its annual meeting on May 27, 2014.

and will nominate four directors at

Lewis has said he believes the stock

the

price could increase by 50% with

The activist has been able to draw

the implementation of his upgrade

on a formidable array of advisers,

program, which entails giving property

with Norton Rose Fulbright as legal

manager Westmont Hospitality Group

support,

the boot, strategic acquisitions and

Services as proxy solicitor and strategic

Kingsdale

to

also

home,

Orange

targeted

hotel

operator

Hotels

and

Resorts,

company’s

annual

Capital

meeting.

Shareholder
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The shareholderdirector exchange
An interview with Jim Woolery of Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft LLP

I

n a year when every day appeared

and companies are both suffering as a

the market currently is an important

to bring a new story about the

result.” In that piece, he recommended

backdrop,” says Woolery. “But a more

growth of activism, Carl Icahn’s bid

a three-pronged approach, including

significant

to prevent a takeover of PC-maker Dell

prioritizing

relationships

asymmetry of investor relations, with

seemed to represent the pinnacle of

between boards and shareholders,

activists often talking more than others.”

the power of activist investors. While

reforming

Icahn himself would later say that his

contests” and better communication

The idea that only activists should be

tooth-and-nail assault to prevent Dell’s

by

raising concerns about strategy and

founder from taking the company
private was not representative of the
bulk of his activism, the campaign
focused attention on divergent attitudes
to activism, and the real doubt that the
company would be able to count on the
support of its institutional shareholders.
Jim Woolery, a deals lawyer and
now Chairman-elect of Cadwalader,

firms

better

“antiquated
of

“

their

strategic

factor

is

the

perceived

proxy
goals.

governance belongs to a bygone age,
Woolery suggests. “Big institutional

The amount
of activism in
the market is
an important
backdrop, but the key
is the asymmetry of
investor relations”

shareholders now have engagement
departments that they’ve built up over
a number of years. They’re now ready
to take a bigger role.” Moreover, many
are already assuming that role, whether
companies like it or not. “Institutions
have their own governance policies
to help them make decisions now.

Wickersham & Taft, represented Dell

Fast-forward to February 2014, and

Proxy advisory firms aren’t the only

and drew a salutary lesson from

Woolery has become the public face of

influence on their voting decisions.”

the rise of activist investors and the

a new coalition of institutional investors

wavering of institutional investors. “On

and directors, including representatives

The

the advisory side, myself and others

of Vanguard, Blackrock and Hermes,

is that this makes the investment

perceived a problem with the status

keen to improve relations between

climate ripe for a change in direction.

quo,” he told Activist Insight. “Directors

boards and shareholders. The group

“Shareholders want more engagement,

faced with engagement requests in

recently published a draft protocol,

but the American market lacks both

the midst of a crisis have been saying,

which seeks to set a precedent

a tradition of engagement and an

you want us to go on in the middle of

for the two to talk more regularly.

established

a football game, when we’re down a
touchdown and haven’t even practiced.”

thinking

behind

the

mechanism,”

Protocol

Woolery

explains. “Institutions were frustrated
Although

the

that directors were only calling them

influence of activism on the group’s

keen

to

downplay

on a rainy day, not on sunny days,” but

In October, a month after the company

activities – something which could

both sides have traditionally perceived

finally passed the go-private transaction

limit the appeal to companies directly

obstacles in their dealings with each

at a shareholder meeting, Woolery wrote

concerned about activist approaches,

other. “Directors feel there are barriers to

an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal, in

the Protocol refers several times to an

engagement with shareholders; they’re

which he warned “The gap between

Activist Insight survey commissioned by

concerned about doing something

public company directors and their

the UK law firm Linklaters that revealed

where

shareholders has widened dangerously

a big increase in activist activity. “It’s

Two concerns that were immediately

in the past five years – and investors

clear that the amount of activism in

raised are covered in the Protocol. Firstly,

there

isn’t

a

precedent.”
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“IF BOTH SIDES GENUINELY WANT TO IMPROVE
THEIR RELATIONSHIPS, THEY WILL FIND THE TIME
AND RESOURCES TO MEET THAT CHALLENGE”
Participants in the
working group

What’s in the SDX Protocol?

Glenn Booraem (Vanguard)
Les Brun (Broadridge)
Stu Dalheim (Calvert Investments)
Michelle Edkins (Blackrock)
Tim Goodman (Hermes)
Bonnie Hill (Home Depot)
Michele Hooper (NACD)
Labe Jackson
(JP Morgan Chase & Co)
Andrew Letts (State Street)
Linda Faye Levinson (Hertz)
Mike McCauley (State of Florida)
Eileen Mercier (OTPP)
Thomas Mistele (Dodge & Cox)
Tom O’Neill (Nasdaq OMX Group)
Nathan Partain (Duff & Phelps)
Debra Perry
(Korn/Ferry International)
Rich Roedel (HIS)

The SDX Protocol sets out to encourage

strategy and governance issues, but

two-way interactions between non-

should not be involved in detailed

executive directors of public companies

conversations

and

while

Another risk is that the discussions fall

preserving the primary role for investor

outside of Regulation Fair Disclosure

relations with management. Institutional

(RegFD) requirements, in which case

investors are targeted because of their

additional materials might need to be

long-term view, and the size and range

made publicly available.

institutional

investors,

about

operations.

of their investments.
Both parties adopt and display policies
The Protocol requires both parties

on their respective websites, with

adopt policies regarding their proposed

continuity of personnel encouraged to

engagement, including the scenarios

maintain the relationship established by

in which named representatives can

the engagement process. A company’s

meet, appropriate topics for discussion

dedicated engagement representative

and the terms on which engagement

is expected to respond to requests

requests can be made. The idea is

for engagement within four weeks,

that topics for discussion are agreed

or as soon as practical. Preparation

in advance, focusing the objective of

of relevant materials and an agenda

the engagement request, and avoiding

should take place in the run-up to any

potential misunderstandings. Directors

meeting. The Protocol is expected to be

are, for example, capable of discussing

updated on an annual basis.

oversight, high-level personnel issues,

regulatory restrictions on the kinds of

who

oversee

their

investments.”

information that can be shared with
investors without being made publicly

Part of the Protocol’s appeal for Icahn is

available are dealt with in an appendix

that it replaces the “hawkish approach”

that

for

to activism that emphasizes takeover

discussion. Secondly, Woolery says that

defences, rather than dialogue as a

if both sides genuinely want to improve

means of responding to activists. So

their relationships, they will find the time

could the Protocol actually help activists

and resources to meet that challenge.

achieve their goals in future? “There’s

“The resource question is something

no reason that this couldn’t benefit

to be managed,” he admits. “You can’t

activists if their ideas are the best ideas,”

meet every shareholder, every day, but

says Woolery. “If you believe in the

that isn’t a reason not to do it at all.”

free marketplace of ideas, it’s a good

lists

“appropriate

topics”

thing that ideas can circulate, isn’t it?”
So far, the reaction to the Protocol has
been almost a guarded optimism. Even

Jim Woolery is Chairman-elect of

Carl Icahn acknowledged the potential

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft

benefits of a change in approach by

LLP, representing one of the four

directors, writing on his Shareholder

sponsors of the SDX Protocol.

Square

“the

The others are Teneo, Tapestry

has

Networks and Broadridge Financial

Table

website

Shareholder-Director

that

Exchange

the potential to create an open path for

Solutions.

More

[institutional] shareholders to engage in

available

on

meaningful dialogue with the directors

information

is

sdxprotocol.com.
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Activists and their
proxies
An interview with Arthur B. Crozier,
Chairman of Innisfree M&A Incorporated

W

hat are you seeing in
terms of the scope
and scale of activism

recently?

letters, detailed presentations and now
even tweets, activists can demand the
calling of a special meeting, or bypass

What kind of relationship do
activists have with institutions
now?

meetings entirely by seeking written
consents from other shareholders, as

We’ve seen a number of situations

The thing that really stood out last year

well as seeking to replace directors or

where activists have been brought in by

and is continuing in this year is the size

take other actions at the annual meeting.

a long-term holder of the stock, so there

of activist targets–It’s no longer just
small- and mid-cap companies that are
vulnerable to an activism campaign.
That is itself a reflection of the amount

are occasions when they can work

The use of precatory proposals
seems to be increasing. Are
these a good tool for an activist?

of money these hedge funds have been
There’s

estimate. With that kind of firepower, the

activists may start submitting precatory

range of targets in terms of size is very

proposals under SEC Rule 14a-8 which

broad.

requires issuers to include proposals

certainly

speculation

that

in their proxy statements and on their

Activist

activist

campaigns

significantly

have

more

tactics

become

initiatives coming out now, including
from institutional investors, seeking to
foster greater engagement by issuers,

able to raise–over $90 billion is the latest

How are
changing?

together. There are, however, some

their boards and institutions as an
alternative to activism campaigns.

What other trends have you
seen in activism recently?

proxy cards if certain conditions are
met following the success of Relational

We do some work outside of the US.

Investors

and

CalSTRS’

spin

proposal at Timken last year.

off

There’s always been some activism in

The

Europe but with the market currently

sophisticated.

proposal was approved by a narrow

quite depressed, it’s not as strong as it

Activists now recruit high quality, non-

majority and the company decided to

has been in America in recent years.

affiliated director nominees and give

spin off its steel business a few months

detailed

later.

presentations

on

how

to

The other thing is that, although M&A

improve value. It’s now fairly common

activity is itself quite low, there’s been an

for activists to retain an investment

Recently, Carl Icahn has used them at

uptick in the amount of activism seeking

banker to help produce a white paper

Apple and eBay. While they don’t bind

improved terms in deals. Before 2008,

that contains a sophisticated financial

a company, even if approved, they can

so-called “bumpitrage” was almost

analysis of the perceived issues at the

significantly influence a board since the

customary. After the market meltdown,

company and of the activist’s program

directors may face significant against

such concerted efforts to block deals

to create shareholder value.

votes at the next annual meeting if

to extract greater value disappeared

shareholders feel that the directors

(PSAM’s efforts at MetroPCS, and

In the US, the activist toolbox can

did not act appropriately in response

Carl Icahn and Southeastern Asset

be quite full, depending upon the

to

Since

Management’s campaign at Dell last

corporate governance provisions at

shareholders can vote on the proposal

year, to name just two examples,

a targeted company.

In addition to

on the company’s proxy card, such a

suggests these campaigns are now

trying to focus shareholder discontent

campaign is significantly cheaper than

picking up).

through publicity campaigns featuring

a traditional proxy fight.

the

shareholder

vote.
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A crescendo of
activism
An interview with Eric Rosenfeld of Crescendo Partners

S

taying relevant in the fashion

in the management of Aéropostale’s

with – it might need to divest a failing

trade is a difficult business at

business. But he does think his

business

the best of times, but a wave of

experience in retail points to an obvious

strategic tuning, the company needs

activist investing may force CEOs to be

solution for the company. “Turnarounds

to be sold, a new person at the top, or

more creative than their design teams.

are difficult and take time,” he says.

to return more capital to shareholders.

Since the beginning of January 2013,

Aéropostale would be better off as part

activists have agitated for reforms at ten

of a larger company, Rosenfeld argues,

In its long history, Crescendo has dealt

clothing retailers, including renowned

and he is prepared to fight a proxy

with companies showing any or all of

names

like

Billabong

International,

Abercrombie & Fitch and Wet Seal.
Given the tough conditions faced by
retailers, this trend might initially seem
surprising. Pressure on real wages
has not yet lifted, and online sales
are booming. An effort by Pershing
Square Capital Management boss Bill
Ackman to lead a turnaround at JC
Penney led to an ignominious failure.
Yet even so, retail activism is in vogue.
One

investor

who

isn’t

afraid

of

“

contest to draw attention to that fact.

That

said,

division,

operational

or

these inadequacies. At Toronto-listed
Absolute Software, it won seats on the
board, instituted a dividend and oversaw

Our track
record
helps us be
successful”

the departure of CEO John Livingstone.
The activist usually comes face-toface with a company’s issues sooner
or later because of its preference

Crescendo

is

for gaining board representation. As

by no-means a one-sector activist.

Rosenfeld says, “Crescendo has won

Rosenfeld puts it this way: “We focus

seats on a company’s board on 20

on companies, not industries. Picking

of 22 attempts”, a record that breeds

between

year,

success. “Being well-known helps us

it’s not hard to find great targets.”

get on a board through negotiation,”

four

and

Partners

five

per

taking the leap is Eric Rosenfeld,

says Rosenfeld. “At one company it

whose Crescendo Partners piled the

As befits a man who has been involved

took nine days, another took four weeks

pressure on Aéropostale in November

in activism in its various guises for

to gain control of a third of the board.

with a public letter that called for

over

Bear

Our track record helps us be successful

the company to put itself up for

Stearns, then at Oppenheimer for 14

with new companies that we approach.”

sale. There can be little denying the

years (and since 1998 at Crescendo),

company is underperforming – its

Rosenfeld has plenty of experience

Perhaps the second most important

shares have lost 77% of their value

spotting investment opportunities in

feature of Crescendo’s brand of activism

over the last three years. The company

struggling companies. He describes

is Rosenfeld’s approach to bad CEOs,

is busy culling unprofitable stores,

his trade as deep value investing -

of which he says there are basically

but would like to open new ones in

“many companies have a value gap”

three types. The first is the “evil CEO,

areas it thinks it can increase sales.

– close it and you have a winner.

who views the company as his personal

thirty

years,

first

with

piggybank.” The second is typically an
Speaking to Activist Insight, Rosenfeld

Plenty

available

entrepreneur, someone who started

said there are plenty of potential

to an activist to achieve this, and

of

strategies

are

the company but has let it get beyond

pitfalls in the sector. For one thing,

Rosenfeld quickly reels off several

management’s skillset. The third kind of

he won’t be getting deeply involved

flaws a company might be labouring

bad CEO is one who has reached the
13

“WITH AROUND HALF OF ITS INVESTMENTS
IN CANADA, CRESCENDO ALSO HAS PLENTY
OF TARGETS TO CHOOSE FROM”
Location of Crescendo's known targets

Case Study - Michael Baker Corporation
44%

56%

Crescendo Partners had held stock in

suggestion that the company should

construction firm Michael Baker Corp

defer consideration of offers until after

for two years without seeking board

it had finished its turnaround program.

representation when an offer came in

Given the company’s lack of a CEO at

from DC Capital Partners to acquire the

the time, the risks of the turnaround

business for $24.25 per share.

failing justified the sale, Crescendo’s
Managing Partner Arnaud Ajdler said at

US
US

Canada
Canada

Location of Crescendo’s known targets

The activist sought to put pressure

the time.

on the board to run a proper sales
process, arguing that based on analyst

Ultimately, the pressure worked, with the

expectations,

cash

company delaying its annual meeting

hoard and the right valuation metrics,

the

company’s

in order to avoid a proxy contest and

a conservative $28-32 per share offer

focus on the sales process, retaining

could be expected.

investment bank Houlihan Lokey in the
process. In October 2013, DC Capital

Crescendo began buying up stock

completed the takeover at $40.50 per

and wrote a public letter in which it

share in cash.

said it strongly disagreed with the

22
Number of campaigns

limit of his natural competence. All are

And what of Aéropostale? Rosenfeld

susceptible to shareholder discontent,

sees

and

Crescendo

regularly

numerous

interested

private

receives

equity buyers, while recent reports

calls from investors who go through

suggest the company might look for an

three moods when a company starts

injection of capital to stay publicly listed.

to underperform – first they wait for a
change in the directory of the stock,

An activist investor equally at home

then they start hoping for a corrective

in Canada and the US, who likes

event. Finally, they dial an activist.

to get on the board and doesn’t
suffer fools gladly; Eric Rosenfeld

20
Companies where
Crescendo has
succeeded in getting
on the board

For now, Crescendo is happy with

is the President and CEO of New

its niche, though it is looking to

York-based Crescendo Partners.

expand its (undisclosed) assets under
management. The activist currently
invests

in

the

$100

million-to-$2

billion bracket. With around half of its
investments in Canada, Crescendo also
has plenty of targets to choose from
and plenty of opportunities – an activist
can generally requisition a shareholder
meeting with 5% of a company’s
shares north of the border, something
considered

a

luxury

in

the

US.
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Industry in focus:
technology

The market for technology mergers and acquisitions will be strong at worst in 2014, according to a new
report from EY. At best, it could be “a blockbuster.” Given the growth in activism in the sector over the past
two years, that could mean more interventions designed to hasten or improve the terms of M&A activity.

E

Y’s Global Technology M&A

Mirroring a trend that has become a

investment ideas and push for change

Update for the end of 2013,

feature of activist investing over the

in this sector. Carl Icahn’s technology

published in February this year,

past four years, the size of companies

portfolio is famously managed by his

says $188 billion of deals were made

targeted has also been growing. In

son, Brett, whose winning investments

in 2013, with the three worst quarters

2011, the average size of an activist’s

in Netflix and Apple, and careful

still adding up to a total greater than

target was $4.6 billion, growing to $5.2

husbanding of the firm’s campaigns

the whole of 2012. For activist investors

billion in 2012. The numbers become

at Take Two Interactive Software and

too, these two years have been

somewhat skewed in 2013, partly as

eBay have seen his portfolio of tech

profitable ones. According to Activist

a result of investments in Microsoft,

stocks expand rapidly.

Insight’s

‘Follower

Apple and Hewlett Packard, where

Returns’ tool, US companies where

Relational Investors’ Ralph Whitworth

The most prolific activist investor

activists have taken positions gained

is currently Chairman of the Board.

among technology firms is Starboard

58% and 47% on an annualized basis

Yet even without these three mega-

Value, which has publicly agitated

in 2013 and 2012 respectively.

campaigns,

market

for various governance and strategy

stock-targeting

capitalization

the

activist-targeted

changes at 19 technology companies

The appeal of the sector is broad, with

technology stocks was $4.4 billion. In

since 2010. Elliott Management, the $23

74 activists launching public campaigns

2014 thus far, it is $7.8 billion.

billion hedge fund run by Paul Singer

at

technology

companies

for

average

globally

during the past four years. Moreover,

is in second place with 11 campaigns,

Your own private Dell

the amount of activist activity in the

followed by Icahn Enterprises on 10.
ValueAct Capital, which notably gained

sector is growing, with the number of

For a number of years, however,

a seat on the board at Microsoft last

companies targeted increasing by 52%

a small number of activists have

year, is one of a number of activists

in 2012, and by 16% in 2013.

developed dedicated teams to parse

with a reasonable number of activist
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“ASIDE FROM BOARD SEATS, THE MOST POPULAR
OBJECTIVE OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS HAS
BEEN THE SALE OF TARGETED COMPANIES”
Case Study - TriQuint Semiconductor

106

36

30

Removal of CEO or
other board member

Push for sale of company

Share repurchase / dividends

“prolonged

activist in the technology sector, despite

nominated an alternative slate, albeit

underperformance”

and

declaring itself ‘sector-agnostic.’ Its

adding that it was amenable to a

focus on operational issues at target

negotiated settlement.

companies makes the sector ripe with

15

Gain board representation

Starboard Value is the most prolific

opportunities, as many technology

The need for a proxy contest evaporated

companies are tempted to grow by

in February 2014, however, when

diversification – and lose sight of

TriQuint announced a tie-up with RF

the needs of their core businesses.

MicroDevices that sent shares shooting

Moreover,

Starboard’s

up to $12.20 by the weekend. With

involvement in the sector is not subject

predicted cost synergies of $150 million

to M&A cycles.

over two years, and combined revenue

it

means

of $2 billion anticipated, the deal has

Most popular tactics of activists in
the technology sector since 2010, by
frequency of employment

In December 2013, Starboard wrote to

the potential to improve the financial

the board of TriQuint Semiconductor, an

health of both companies. Starboard,

Oregon-based company that produces

meanwhile, appears to have roughly

chips for Apple products. The activist

doubled its initial investment.

said it had concerns over the company’s

campaigns in technology under its belt.

for activist investors in the recent

All of a Twitter

briefing. “With $832 billion in cash and

WhatsApp?

investments concentrated in just the

With that in mind, Icahn’s attempt to

top 25 global technology companies

convince eBay to divest PayPal looks

Different activists tend to have different

alone,” he writes, “I expect activist

increasingly like the norm, rather than

approaches, but many seek board

shareholders to continue challenging

the exception in a diverse sector.

representation for reasons discussed

technology companies in 2014 to

According to EY, “divestitures are

elsewhere in this magazine. Aside

put ‘excess’ cash to use by pursuing

a quick route to unlocking hidden

from this strategy, the most popular

special dividends, share repurchases,

shareholder

tactic over the last three years has

operational improvements or more

generate cash from the sale — and

been for activists to push for the sale

strategic options around acquisitions,

can often lead to [an] improved share

of companies (with 10 instances each

or

price.” Indeed, EY’s study also found

year). In 2013 share repurchases

underperforming businesses.”

divestitures

of

non-core

or

became an equally popular objective,

value

because

they

divestitures saw the biggest valuation
multiples

when

companies

based

of which Icahn’s shareholder proposal

Steger’s colleague, Managing Director

strategic decisions on regular reviews

at Apple was just the most prominent

Jim Reinhart, says that technology

of their portfolios.

example.

companies

Remuneration

may

also

are

busy

reassessing

become more of a concern, following

how they can adapt to fast-changing

It has become clear that Silicon Valley

the example of the Change to Win

developments in cloud computing and

no longer enjoys the protection of

Investment Group, which took Oracle

big data. “What has become clearer in

the Sierra Nevada Mountains when

last year to task over CEO Larry

the last year or so is that if companies

it comes to activist investors. In the

Ellison’s pay.

hesitate to do this themselves, activist

wider world, big telecoms mergers

investors will step in and do it for them,”

may face activists seeking better

he adds.

terms, as Elliott Management did at

Joe Steger, Leader of EY’s Global
Technology

Transaction

Kabel Deutschland. Although 2014 has

Advisory Services, suggests there

certainly enjoyed a brisk start, more

are

may be yet to come.

more

Industry
structural

attractions
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Clinton Group at
ValueVision Media

C

linton Group’s Greg Taxin has a
whiteboard in his office charting

ValueVision Media Overview
Industry

Catalog & Mail Order Houses

Sector

Services

expects to fight at least a couple. One of

HQ

Eden Prairie, Minnesota, US

the most likely to go all the way to a vote,

Market cap

$ 287.60m *

given the expenses already incurred by

Exchange

NASDAQ

Ticker

VVTV

the progress of the six or seven

proxy fights his firm might fight this year.
Some may drop away or settle, but he

both sides, is at ValueVision Media.
The

Minnesota-based

company

					

* accurate as of 7 March, 2014

the stock could hardly be described as

their revenue per household is 343%

the company is based in Minnesota,

underperforming. ValueVision’s stock

and

it

rose by 280% in 2013, reaching a peak

revenue per household is just $7, and

market its products in the same way

of just under $7 in December before

given that its broadcasting costs are

HSN and QVC feature star-studded

falling to below $6 in early February.

mostly fixed, the company therefore

line-ups

The problem with ValueVision, Taxin

suffers from a much lower profitability

Clinton Group recommended hiring

says, is that its network has similar

scale than its two closest rivals.

studio time in New York and Los

is best known as the proprietor of
Shop HQ, America’s third largest TVshopping channel. For shareholders,

843%

higher.

ValueVision’s

levels of penetration into people’s

struggled

in

to

get

their

celebrities

to

programming.

Angeles, but the company’s board

homes as the Home Shopping Network

The problem, Clinton Group concluded,

(HSN) and QVC, but fails miserably

was product quality. It met with

at converting its audience levels into

management and put forward a plan

Clinton Group filed its initial Schedule

revenue. While its two rivals reach 9%

to increase the number of proprietary

13D Form in October 2013. In an

and 12% more households respectively,

brands marketed by Shop HQ. Since

unusual move, Taxin offered to make a

continued to support management.
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“CANNELL AGREED WITH CLINTON
GROUP’S ANALYSIS, AND OFFERED
TO HELP OUT”
VVTV Snapshot

VVTV
VVTV stock
stock since
sinceClinton
ClintonGroup
Group13D
13D
20000
18000
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
30 October 2013

8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
30 November
2013

31 December
2013

Volume

31 January 2014

Closing Share Price ($)

52 week high

$ 7.06 *

52 week low

$ 3.11 *

Share price

$ 5.77 *

EV/EBITDA

22.91 **

P/B

3.83 ***

P/Sales

0.47 **

* accurate as of 7 Mar, 2014
** trailing 12 months, accurate
as of 7 Mar, 2014
*** most recent quarter,
accurate as of 7 Mar, 2014
Data provided by Capital IQ

$25 million investment if the company

strategy” during the busy and lucrative

March, after the end of the fourth

dropped CEO Keith Stewart. The

Christmas period. When Clinton Group

quarter. Clinton Group refused, saying

company put out a statement, saying

refused, ValueVision issued a statement

it might as well wait for the annual

the activist “failed to recognize or

saying the requisition was invalid. Its

meeting in June. Besides the waste of

acknowledge that the major elements

lawyers had concluded that since

time involved in holding two meetings

of

have

the requisitioning parties did not hold

in close succession, the activist is well

moreover,

shares in their own names, they were

served by waiting another few months.

concrete

not entitled to call the meeting. A vast

As well as denying the company the

recommendations

ValueVision’s

been
“failed

turnaround

addressed,”
to

and,

provide

any

suggestions

or

to

ValueVision’s

majority of the shares traded in the US

option to make mileage from, or delay

business

are held in ‘Street’ name, i.e. by banks

publication of its quarterly results in

forward.”

and brokers, in order to hasten trading.

March, a special meeting requires

A pointed letter from the company’s

a majority of shareholders vote to

Yet within a couple of hours of filing

attorneys also noted missing digits

remove the current board. In June,

the Schedule 13D, Taxin had a call

from the company’s zip code as a

Clinton Group’s nominees will require

from Cannell Capital, another activist

deficiency in the activist’s request.

only a plurality of votes to be elected.

less than 5%. Cannell agreed with

Greg Taxin says the decision does not

With more than three months until

Clinton Group’s analysis, and offered

seem like a fair reading of Minnesota

the annual meeting, hostilities have

to help out. Cannell’s stake, when

law, and certainly wouldn’t be the

been relegated to a phoney war.

combined with Clinton Group’s, put

interpretation of a Delaware court.

Clinton Group has assembled five

the activists over the 10% threshold

However, the company falls under

nominees Taxin calls “one of the best

for calling a special meeting, and

the jurisdiction of Minnesota law, so

slates put together by an activist,”

over

Group

Delaware is irrelevant. Taxin declines

featuring

drew up the requisition documents.

to say whether the experience will

HSN and QVC, and well-connected

improve

and

strategy

going

holder of the stock with a stake

the

weekend

Clinton

former

executives

from

put him off activism at non-Delaware

entertainment industry insiders Thom

On November 5, ValueVision Chairman

corporations, but admits “some states

Beers and Tommy Mottola. ValueVision

Randy

have made it somewhat treacherous

has retained a formidable set of

to

advisers, and appears ready to fight

Ronning

wrote

to

Clinton

Group asking the activist to withdraw

invest

in

their

companies.”

its requisition in order to allow the

the activists all the way, including by

management team “to remain laser

In any event, ValueVision offered a

requesting details of the compensation

focused on executing our company’s

compromise – a special meeting in

Clinton

is

paying

its

nominees.
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How to invest in
a proxy contest
Some investors will understandably be wary about putting
their money into a company that faces a proxy contest from
an activist investor. However, with the help of Activist Insight’s
unique Follower Returns feature, it may be possible to avoid
some of the worst pitfalls, and spot the golden opportunities.

Rule number one: Know your activist

A

ctivist investors seek board
recognition for a number
of different reasons, and
proxy contests have their own
uses. Some activists focus on
operational improvements and
provide hands-on expertise to
help companies perform better.
Others can use proxy contests to
draw attention to deficiencies in
aspects of a company’s governance
that they want to see improve.
The table opposite reveals the
top five activists on average,
ranked
by
the
performance
of stocks they’ve targeted for
proxy
contests
since
2010.

Activist

Strategy

Average Annualized
Follower Return*

Becker Drapkin

Constructive engagement

160.4%

Clinton Group

Business growth

132.2%

Starboard Value

Operational focus

50.5%

Bulldog Investors

Narrowing valuation gaps

30.2%

Potomac Capital
Management

Event-driven

22.2%

* Since 2010

Rule number two: Check your sector
Sector

Big winners

Average
Annualized
Follower Return*

Technology

Inteliquent (Clinton Group), TriQuint
SemiConductor, AOL (both Starboard)

64.7%

Healthcare

Dusa Phamaceuticals (Becker
Drapkin), Healthways (North Tide),
ConMed (Voce)

47.0%

Basic Materials

Ferro (FrontFour), Stillwater Mining
(Clinton Group), CVR Energy (Icahn)

28.4%

* Since 2010

Many activists choose not to focus
on particular sectors, preferring to
cast their net wide for opportunities.
However, it appears that certain
industries are much better suited
to activist interventions than others.
The table opposite displays the top
three sectors, based on an average
of stocks targeted by activists
for proxy contests since 2010.

Rule number three:
See how the issuer
responds

Rule number four: Base
your decision on the
outcome

Our research has consistently shown that
companies are best served by finding common
ground with activist investors. This shouldn’t
be too much of a surprise – both parties often
have much to contribute. However, a surprising
result of our Follower Returns analysis is that
implementing a poison pill is the second most
successful company response by stock price
performance. This may be because this seemingly
hostile act draws even more attention to a
company and possibly even encourages eventdriven hedge funds with an interest in seeing
an activist join the board to snap up shares.

It may not be too late to invest after a proxy contest
has concluded, as our research suggest activisttargeted stocks on average enjoy two ‘bounces’
in the course of a year – one when an activist
initially discloses its stake, and another about nine
months later. If an activist loses a proxy contest
and the company refuses to accept the need
for change, the stock is less likely to perform
than in a situation where the company chooses
or is forced to cooperate with an activist. The
following are the best outcomes for proxy contests:

Proxy contest outcomes:
Company responses to activism:

18

Compromise/
Settlement

Average Annualized Follower Return (%)

58

30

Activist’s
objectives
unsuccesful

Compromise

30

Activist’s
objectives
successful

37

Activist’s objectives
partially successful

Poison pill

29

Average Annualized Follower Return (%)

Met demands in full

59

Rule number five: Do your homework!
Activist Insight’s Follower Returns feature is a great way to identify criteria which could improve the probablity that
a piggy-back investment will be a success. However, it is important that once these criteria have been identified,
the stock fundamentals are analyzed to ensure the stock is trading at a satisfactory discount to its intrinsic value.
Bear in mind that the activist may have bought the stock at a significantly lower price to the level it
is trading at, and be sure to follow the arguments of both sides through 14A
Proxy Solicitation
filings. Proxy contests can throw up many claims and counter-claims, not all of them reliable.
Activist Insight provides a news and alerts service to help you judge each case on its merits.
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The cost of
proxy contests to
directors
Academic spotlight

F

ew public company directors

shareholder launched a proxy battle

would relish fighting a proxy

were unlucky, he said, and really in

contest, but researchers at two

the hot seat. “The negative impact

US universities may have found another

on directors’ careers comes for two

Carl Icahn’s investment in eBay has

main reasons; firstly, negative media

been driven by the near-daily exchange

reason for them to think twice before
taking on disgruntled shareholders.
In a working paper entitled “Shareholder
Democracy

In

Play;

Career

Consequences Of Proxy Contests,”
Vyacheslav

Fos

and

Margarita

Tsoutsoura argue that directors of
companies that face proxy contests
feel the hit in their pockets, as well as

“

The average
director
stands to lose
up to $2.9,
from directorships he
would otherwise have
kept”

Case Study - eBay

of

accusations

about

the

and

counter-claims

company’s

directors.

After the company disclosed Icahn’s
involvement in late January, the activist
said he wanted eBay to sell or spinoff PayPal, an online payment system.
However, any hopes of a good-natured
campaign like the one at Apple soon
faded, following a letter published on

on their proxy forms. According to their

coverage is likely to increase when a

Icahn’s Shareholder’s Square Table

research, directors of firms that face

director faces a contested election,

website that targeted directors Marc

proxy contests are expected to leave

and secondly, when directors lose

Andreessen and Scott Cook personally.

that firm within three years 40%-55% of

proxy contests, they are basically fired

the time, depending on various firm and

by shareholders.” Other companies

In order to boost his chances of getting

director characteristics.

were less likely to take risks by offering

two seats on the board, Icahn has tried

board seats to those they perceived as

to paint Cook and Andreessen as ‘value

liabilities, he added.

driven for themselves’, homing in on

Moreover, the impact of proxy contests
was not limited to the firm where the

Andreessen’s role in the purchase of

activist surfaced. Fos and Tsoutsoura

Plenty of activists prefer to deal in

Skype from eBay and its subsequent

also found that directors who faced

standstill agreements than in costly and

sale to Microsoft. The company denies

proxy contests were liable to lose 17%-

time-consuming proxy solicitations but

that its board acted improperly, and

45% of all board seats they held at

not all directors will go quietly. However,

Andreessen himself has written of

the time of the contest within a similar

as Fos says, “they should think carefully

Icahn’s hypocrisy over the role of venture

period.

average

about the career consequences of

capitalists on public company boards,

director stood to lose earnings of up to

proxy fights. In many circumstances,

digging up old letters and articles on the

$1.3-$2.9 million from directorships he

it’s better not to get to the stage of a

activist’s past financial dealings.

would otherwise have kept, had he or

contested vote.”

Cumulatively,

the

she not faced a proxy contest.

More recently, Icahn has been surveying
Vyacheslav Fos is an Assistant

shareholders, and claims he has not

Speaking to Activist Insight, Fos said

Professor of Finance at the College

even begun to reach out to fellow

that the results bore out expectations

of Business, University of Illinois.

stockholders. Yet the question remains,

about the effects of proxy contests on

He received his PhD in Finance

has making the fight personal been a

directors. Those who are nominated

from Columbia University.

help or a hindrance to his campaign?

in the year an activist or dissident
22
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A round-up of the latest developments in activist
investing

tarboard Value’s row with

estate options. Elliott Management is

billion into a new share repurchase

Darden Restaurants escalated

believed to want the company to spin

program.

in February, with the activist

off a substantial amount of property,

announced a new $350 million buyback

announcing that it would seek to replace

but analysts are divided as to the

authorization. Sachem Head target,

a majority of the company’s board if

effectiveness of its plan.

Helen of Troy, also announced share

it proceeded to sell its Red Lobster
franchise. Starboard later announced it
would use a consent solicitation to call
a special meeting, which would require
support from investors holding 50% of
the company’s shares, and hired former
Olive Garden boss Bradley Blum as an
adviser.

“

Outerwall

Meanwhile,

repurchases in response to activist

Starboard
announced it
would seek
to replace a
majority of Darden’s
board”

pressure, splashing out $550 million to
appease the former Pershing Square
analyst, Scott Ferguson.
Sarissa Capital Management saw its
Principal, Alex Denner added to the board
of Ariad Pharmaceuticals before the

Jos. A. Bank tried desperately to

company’s deadline for nominations.

Carl Icahn’s campaign to persuade

avoid a takeover bid by rival clothing

Ariad said it would reimburse Sarissa

eBay to spin off payments division

retailer, Men’s Wearhouse, buying

up to $75,000 for costs associated with

PayPal became a shouting match after

Eddie Bauer in a deal designed to make

its campaign, which took place mostly

the activist nominated two alternative

itself too expensive for a hostile merger.

outside of the public eye.

directors ahead of the company’s annual

Activist investor Eminence Capital

meeting. Focusing his attacks on eBay

signed a standstill agreement with Men’s

Clinton Group fumed at the delays to

board

Andreessen

Wearhouse and expressed support for

a special meeting called by ValueVision

and Scott Cook, Icahn said corporate

an increased offer of $63.50 per share

Media and announced that it would

governance

with the potential to rise to $65 based on

not take part. ValueVision promptly

due diligence.

cancelled the meeting, which it said it

members
at

Marc
the

company

was

“dysfunctional” and allowed conflicts of
interest to arise.

had been willing to hold “in good faith.”
Trian

Partners

released

a

new

For more information, see our campaign

Elliott Management announced an

letter detailing plans for its $1.2 billion

agreement with Juniper Networks

investment in PepsiCo. The company

on a strategic plan for the business

rejected Nelson Peltz’s plan to separate

California

and increased its offer for Riverbed

its beverages and snacks divisions in its

CalSTRS announced new investments

Technology. In the UK, the activist

latest annual earnings report. However,

in two new activist managers in its

significantly increased its stakes in

to watch.
teachers’

pension

fund

Peltz has now responded with a 31-

latest corporate governance update.

Asset

page letter and said Trian will consider

CalSTRS,

Management and Alliance Trust.

meeting with shareholders in town hall-

invested in activist funds, is investing

Both companies have been targeted by

style forums.

in

two

fund

managers,

F&C

Washington

Capital

UK activists in the past.

which

and

has

consistently

DC-based

Cartica

LA-based

Legion

JANA Partners enjoyed two windfalls

Partners. According to its latest review,

Despite a brief surge on talk of a

from earlier campaigns when it was

CalSTRS voted proxies at 878 meetings

private equity buyout, shares in WM

announced that Ashland would be

in the final quarter of 2013.

Morrisons continued to slide ahead of

selling its water technologies unit to a

an anticipated announcement on the

private equity company for $1.8 billion.

results of the company’s review of its real

Of that, Ashland intends to invest $1.35
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All the new activist investments in February

Activist

Company

Date Notified

Stake

ValueAct Capital

Dresser-Rand Group

28 Feb, 2014

6.6%

Not strictly a new investment, but a new Schedule 13D disclosure. ValueAct has held the stock since 2008 but
recently increased its stake considerably from below the reporting threshold.
JANA Partners

URS Corporation

27 Feb, 2014

9.7%

JANA said it had been poring over URS Corp’s preliminary financials and would seek board representation, but was
prepared to have a dialogue, requesting a delay to the nomination deadline in order to meet with the directors.
Clover Partners

Simplicity Bancorp

24 Feb, 2014

5.7%

Johnny Guerry’s Clover Partners likes to help mutual and community banks convert into public stock companies,
and this California bancorp may be the next target as he seeks talks with the board.
SpringOwl Asset Management

Bwin.digital Entertainment

21 Feb, 2014

6.1%

Shares in the online gaming site Bwin leapt on news of an activist investment, but management survived a tough
vote on its compensation. The activist has the right to take a seat on the board.
Consac

Vitacost.com

20 Feb, 2014

7.4%

Consac became one of Vitacost’s largest shareholders after 10 years as a passive investor. Ryan Drexler wrote in a
public letter that the company needed to be put up for sale.
Ancora Advisors

LNB Bancorp

13 Feb, 2014

5.7%

Ancora Advisors disclosed a holding of 5.71% in Ohio-based LNB Bancorp, saying it had purchased shares in
‘recent months’. The activist’s Fred DiSanto is already on the company’s board.
Mill Road Capital

Joe’s Jeans

10 Feb, 2014

5.1%

The activist, currently pursuing a takeover of footwear specialist RG Barry, disclosed a 5.1% stake in denim designer
Joe’s Jeans. Mill Road Capital said the shares represented an “attractive investment opportunity.”
Discovery Group

Carbonite

7 Feb, 2014

5.9%

Event-driven activist investor Discovery Group disclosed a 5.9% stake in cloud computer company, Carbonite,
adding that shares were currently trading at a discount.
Altai Capital Management

RealD

7 Feb, 2014

5.9%

Altai Capital Management disclosed a 9.8% stake in RealD, saying it it had “engaged and may in the future engage
in discussions” with management, the board, and shareholders.
Coppersmith Capital

ConMed

6 Feb, 2014

6.0%

Coppersmith gained two board seats in a settlement agreement with ConMed, but activist investor Voce Capital
Management has loudly opposed what it calls “horse-trading” on the part of the company.
CtW Investment Group

Yahoo!

4 Feb, 2014

0.2%

CtW Investment Group called on Yahoo! to rein in its executive bonuses after the company paid COO Henrique de
Castro $109 million before firing him after just 15 months.
Orange Capital

InnVest REIT

4 Feb, 2014

10.3%

Daniel Lewis’ fund made its first venture into Canada, targeting a real estate investment trust with a special meeting
request.

February in numbers
ACTIVE ACTIVISTS

SECTOR BREAKDOWN

12
Number of SC 13Ds filed by
activists in January, down from 13 in

GLOBAL FOCUS

9
Number of SC 13Ds filed by activists
in February, down from 12 in January

POPULAR TACTICS

64
Number of SC 13D/As filed by
activists in February, down from 65 in
January

